
 

 

 
     

 

  



 

 

 

Jury Day 2019 

 

Robotics is booming, new applications emerge on a daily basis in every industry: in the 
air, in the water, in the cities or in our homes. Investment in robotics start-ups has never 
been so high. The European Commission is supporting the development of robotic 
technologies, as well as the entrepreneurs with the ambition to take the leadership in this 
growing sector.  

The RobotUnion acceleration program, funded under the H2020 instrument has the 
mission to detect and support scale-ups in this sector.  

On behalf of the RobotUnion acceleration program, we are proud to invite you to the 
second edition of the Venture Jury day, that will take place online on October the 8th. 
This will be a very important day for our 10 finalists, since after 12 months of technical work 
and business development, only 5 winners will receive a 100 000€ grant and additional 
support in fundraising.   

We wish them all good luck and we are looking forward to meeting you. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Régis Hamelin 
CTO of BLUMORPHO 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Welcome 

https://www.blumorpho.com/robotunion-venture-jury-day.html


 

 

 
     

 
 

 

From more than 200 applications, RobotUnion has selected 20 startups to be financed 
with up to EUR 223 000 in cash plus acceleration services.  

The 10 best startups entered the product acceleration program and received up to EUR 
120 000. After a technical and business acceleration program, the Venture Jury Day will 
lead to a selection of the 5 best startups which will receive EUR 100 000 for the final 
Investment phase. 

The 10 companies you will meet during the RobotUnion Venture Jury Day participate in 
an Acceleration Programme, led by top Research and Technology Organizations, key 
world-class digital ecosystem professionals and entrepreneurs from all over Europe, which 
includes: 

x State-of-the-art technical support and access to “premier-class” technology 
provided by top Research and Technology Organizations like VTT, DTI, TU DELFT, 
TECNALIA and PIAP. 

x World-class Training and high-level Mentoring by a pool of tier 1 mentors provided 
by ISDI. 

x Internationalization services. Presence in top EU Scaleups events such as 
4YFN@Mobile World Congress, Slush, Web Summit and International PR exposure 
powered by Mobile World Capital. 

x Fundraising services provided by BLUMORPHO (private funding) and FundingBox 
(public funding). 

x Engagement with world top industry leaders such as MADE representing world 
Manufacturing leaders, FENIN in Healthcare and FERROVIAL in Civil Infrastructure. 
 

RobotUnion has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020 
research and innovation programme under the Grant Agreement no 779967

  

About RobotUnion 



 

 

 

 

 
 

Dominic KEEN 
Managing Partner 

Raia Ventures 
 

 

Dominic is the Managing Partner of Raia Ventures, a venture capital fund 
investing in Seed and Series A stage robotics, AI and automation companies 
in Europe.  Dominic is also the founder of Britbots, the UK’s leading robotics 
pre-seed fund. He previously founded and led a UK-based software business 
to IPO on LSE. 
 

Benhamou Global Venture is an early-stage Venture Capital firm with deep 
Silicon Valley roots focusing on enterprise information technology global 
markets. We believe in the power of cross border innovation, and encourage 
our entrepreneurs to leverage R&D talent around the world. We are active 
investors and help our companies refine, and as needed redirect their 
strategies, as well as improve their operational skills. We are typically their first 
and most active institutional investor, and remain engaged until our services 
or financial capital are no longer needed. 

 
 

Sarah BENHAMOU 
VC Associate 

Benhamou Global 
Venture 

 
 
 

 

 
 

Marc SABAS 
Venture Principal 

Centrica Innovations 
 
 
 
 

Marc Sabas, previously head of business development and partnerships of 
global core innovation at telecommunications firm Telefónica, has become 
venture principal at Centrica Ventures, UK-based energy utility Centrica’s 
corporate venturing subsidiary.  
 
 

Investors Profile 

http://www.benhamouglobalventures.com/
http://www.benhamouglobalventures.com/


 

 

 

 

 

Proxima Centauri 
Disrupting the natural casing industry with automation. 

btov Partners is a European Venture Capital firm focused on early stage 
investments in digital and industrial technology companies. We invest 
institutional funds, managed partner funds and offer direct investment 
opportunities to private investors. Across our three divisions we manage EUR 
420m and look at more than 3’000 companies each year. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

Bruno BERNARD 
Senior Adviser 
btov Partners 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    Patrick COURTNEY 
    Business Angel 
    Tec-Connection 
 

 
Dr Patrick Courtney MBA has 20 years industrial experience in technology 
development. He worked as Director for global firms such as PerkinElmer, as 
well as at Sartorius and Cap Gemini. He has a long involvement in EU and 
national RTD programmes and leads a European working group on laboratory 
robotics. He ran a technology incubator, has been active in the go-beyond 
business angel network and has mentored a number of startups. 
 
 

 
 

Alfred is an innovator, company builder and investor. He has more than 
10 years R&D experience; co-founded and incubated Mangrove 
Technologies, a spin-off from the University of British Columbia; and has 
been with Chrysalix since 2012.  He is currently focused on investments 
that enable the circularity, electrification and decarbonization of large 
industrial sectors.  

 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

Alfred LAM 
Associate - 
Chrysalix Venture 
Capital 
 
 

 

Investors Profile 

Startups Profile 

http://www.btov.vc/


 

 

Startup Profiles 

Venture Jury Day 2019 

CLIIN APS 
The World’s first on board Hull cleaning Robot for shipping industry efficiency 
while reducing its environmental impact. 

 

 

 
 
 
  
 
 
 

Soborg, Denmark 
www.cliin.dk   

Founded in 2016 
20 Employees 

 
Field of Activity:  

Maritime 
 

Capital raised: 
EUR 4m 

 
Investment need: 

EUR 3m 
 
 
 
 

Company Description  
CLIIN ApS has invented a robot that can assist ship’s crew in cleaning the cargo holds 
of a ship and are developing an extensive patented world’s first on-board autonomous 
Hull Cleaning Robot (HCR). The HCR is able to keep the hull of a ship clean from 
microorganisms, algae and animal fouling (biofouling) at all times.   
 
Problem 
Biofouling invokes significant costs on the shipping industry. Annually the shipping 
industry is consuming 400billion tones of heavy fuel oil/1.4 trillion USD, contributing to 
more than 1 trillion tones of CO2. In addition, ships are carrying invasive species on its 
hull introducing those to local marine eco system representing a threat of extinction to 
local marine life. 
 
Solution 
The HCR solution consists of a permanently installed on-board mobile docking station 
and an autonomous cleaning robot. It navigates the ships’ hull in a predefined pattern 
and cleans the hull surface every 2-3 weeks keeping the hull clean at all times. The 
robot is equipped with cameras, and can document the cleanness of the hull. The HCR 
solution target all ships globally above 5.000 dwt (app. 90,000 ships). 
 
Market 
It’s a global market and large. Initially we target all major shipowners globally. Total 
market size is app. 90.000 ships with one or more robots pr. Ship. 
 
Business Model 
CLIIN is leasing out the robots with a downpayment and monthly fee. We are looking 
for strategic partners in US, Japan and Australia, where dialog with candidates have 
already begun.  
 
USP & Differentiation 
First of its kind proactive cleaning solution. No other similar solution in the market today. 
Significant fuel savings, significant reduction of Greenhouse gas emissions, avoid 
transportation of invasive species on the hull of the ship and improved safety 
(compared to diver cleaning). 

 

 

  

Give your feedback 

https://www.getfeedback.com/r/5D6CuZDI
https://www.getfeedback.com/r/5D6CuZDI
https://www.getfeedback.com/r/5D6CuZDI
https://www.getfeedback.com/r/5D6CuZDI
http://www.cliin.dk/
https://www.getfeedback.com/r/5D6CuZDI
https://www.getfeedback.com/r/5D6CuZDI
https://www.getfeedback.com/r/5D6CuZDI
https://www.getfeedback.com/r/5D6CuZDI
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NIDO ROBOTICS 
Making Underwater Exploration Accessible to Everyone and Anytime 

 

 

 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 

Murcia, Spain 
www.nidorobotics.com 

Founded in 2016 
20 Employees 

 
Field of Activity:  

Maritime 
 

Capital raised: 
EUR 0.2m 

 
Investment need: 

EUR 1.5m 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Company Description  
NIDO was founded in 2016 with the mission of making underwater robots that help us 
(humanity) achieve our greater goals. Since then we have acquired more than 150 
clients worldwide, ranging from small diving companies to utility giants like ENEL. We 
have good market traction, are growing rapidly and on track to realize our vision of 
becoming a global leader in robotics. 
 
Problem 
Underwater robots have been used for inspection, maintenance and repair in the oil 
& gas and military industries since the 60s, but are huge, expensive machines that 
require complex logistical support. In coastal waters, companies like utilities have been 
relying on divers for these tasks. Sadly, diver fatalities is a growing trend, mainly due to 
an increase of overall jobs to be done underwater, which is a result of stricter 
compliance requirements and more underwater assets. 
 
Solution 
We make underwater robots (Sibiu Nano & Sibiu Pro) that can be used for inspections, 
maintenance and repair of underwater assets. They are robust, easy to deploy, and 
expandable that can easily be adapted to changing business needs. 
 
Market 
The Unmanned Underwater Vehicle (TAM) market is estimated to reach $4 billion in 
2020, with a CAGR of 7,7% over 2016-2026. The mini- and micro-ROV market (Current 
niche) will reach $400 million in 2020.  
 
Business Model 
We are in a Contractual Business Model, based on: Unit sales with a 60% + gross margin 
(production capacity of 900 minutes per unit). 
In addition, we follow the Whole Product Model: Training – Maintenance contracts – 
3rd party payload integrations – Inspection services – Robotics as a service. 
 
USP & Differentiation 
Our robots are meant to be available at each plant, they stand out for being easy to 
deploy and use, meaning that the asset manager, our real customer, can know 
exactly what is going on underwater, in less than an hour, at any time. We have great 
software that allow for automatization of the report generation, which is where the real 
value lies for our customers. 

 

  

Give your feedback 

Watch 3min pitch 

https://www.getfeedback.com/r/n7ru7ixA
https://youtu.be/kq7dXUt_Iec
https://www.getfeedback.com/r/n7ru7ixA
https://youtu.be/kq7dXUt_Iec
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KEWAZO GMBH 
Empowering on-site construction logistics through robotics and data analytics 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Munich, Germany 
www.kewazo.com  
Founded in 2018 

16 Employees 
 

Field of Activity:  
Construction 

 
Capital raised: 

EUR 3.6m 
 

Investment need: 
EUR 5.5m 

 

 
 
 

 

Company Description  
KEWAZO offers a smart robotic logistic system, which provides autonomous 
transportation of materials on construction sites. The first area of application is 
scaffolding assembly. An intelligent robotic solution offers flexible, cost-efficient and 
safe transportation of scaffolding parts during scaffolding.  
 
Problem 
Today the scaffolding industry experiences severe problems, such as understaffing – 
young generations in developed countries are not interested in this field, poor safety 
rates - more than 6000 accidents per year occur in Germany only, and inefficiency of 
the scaffolding assembly process - 80 % of the assembly time is spent on logistics.  
 
Solution 
KEWAZO offers an intelligent construction transportation solution - a robotic system 
empowered by the data analytics platform. The solution improves efficiency, 
addresses labor shortage and saves at least 30% of installation costs. 
 
Market 
The first application of KEWAZO technology is the scaffolding assembly – a € 23 B global 
market and the first customers are scaffolding assembly companies and industrial 
service providers (service of chemical / power plants). 
 
Business Model 
KEWAZO provides a robotic system empowered by the data analytics platform. The 
customers have an option of buying and renting the system. The platform is offered on 
the SaaS basis. In the year 2021 the company will introduce RaaS business model. 
 
USP & Differentiation 
KEWAZO decreases the assembly costs by 30 %, increases flexibility (plug & play 
installation / battery operation / compact size) and safety of the scaffolding assembly 
process. The robot has autonomous navigation and control, combats labor shortage 
and delivers data analytics behind the process. 

 

 

  

Give your feedback 

Watch 3min pitch 

https://www.getfeedback.com/r/heAGMdSG
https://youtu.be/Mvdjv0-gWds
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SMOOTH ROBOTICS APS 
Connect your Craft to the Machine 

 

 

 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 

Odense, Denmark 
www.smooth-
robotics.com 

Founded in 2016 
4 Employees 

 
Field of Activity:  
Manufacturing 

 
Capital raised: 

EUR 685.000 
 

Investment need: 
EUR 1m 

 

 
 

 

Company Description  
Smooth Robotics is a spin out from the University of Southern Denmark and Danish Robotic 
Cluster based on the idea that complex robot programming can be eliminated. We make 
a robot as easy to use as using a smartphone - and give full control back to the end user 
with the product SmoothTool. 
 
Problem 
Manufacturing SMEs can increase flexibility, productivity and profitability significant by 
automatization in the manufacturing process. But the SMEs are facing two major challenges 
1) with current robots on the market, changeover between batches requires offline 
programming based on a CAD model and; 2) SMEs usually do not have the in-house skills 
needed for programming and changeover, so they must hire an external integrator which 
adds further adds costs. 
 
Solution 
SmoothTool is a unique software for path generating that enables simple, fast and intuitive 
programming of robots. Currently the technology is focused on Universal Robots but in the 
near future, we will integrate the platform with other collaborate robot brands and classic 
industrial robots. By using SmoothTool the SME will be able to significantly reduce 
changeover time and to have an agile and flexible production.   
 
Market 
In Europe more than 2,2 million manufacturing SMEs are potential customers as 
automatization within welding, soldering, gluing and dispensing are challenges that have 
to be handled. The potential value in Europe will be app. 1,2 billion € as it is estimated that 
more than 50% of these companies will have the need for automatization. As the product 
is scalable worldwide the business model is based on distribution partners all over the world 
to handle local sales, distribution and support.  
 
Business Model 
B2B sales. We have already signed with two major partners who are present in more 100 
markets worldwide. And we are in the process of becoming UR+ certified and hereby be 
accessible to more than 200 potential distributors worldwide on the UR+ platform. The 
business model will in the future be based on SaaS (subscription) and XaaS (pay per use). 
Smooth Robotics has helped these partners to overcome the limits for manufacturing SMEs 
to use robot automatization. 
 
USP & Differentiation 
Easy, fast and intuitive path generation for manufacturing robots, that makes the robot 
workable as a tool in the hand of the end user 
 
 

 

  

Give your feedback 

Watch 3min pitch 

https://www.getfeedback.com/r/e1iBABwL
https://youtu.be/eW9CbAeVH5I
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SPRINGA 
Bring digital manufacturing to every workshop and construction site 

 

 

 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 

Milano, Italy 
www.springa.tech 
Founded in 2016 

7 Employees 
 

Field of Activity:   
Manufacturing 

 
Capital raised: 

EUR 175.000  
 

Investment need: 
EUR 5m 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 

Company Description  
Springa aims to give more power to craftsmen and professionals, enhancing jobs and new 
market opportunities through easier access to digital fabrication technologies. Their first 
product launched is Goliath CNC, the first portable and autonomous CNC machine. By 
now, Springa has raised EUR 820.000 in Crowdfunding. 
 
Problem 
In the USA more than 16.8 million households do woodworking, which is the hobby #4 in the 
country. For hobbyist, craftsmen and carpentries, the most affordable automated tools are 
CNC desktop milling machines, which work area is as wide as an A4 paper sheet, so unable 
to realize medium/big size projects as a chair or a pair of skis.  On the other hand, 
professional automated tools (CNC work centers) allow manufacturing wider surfaces, but 
they have a high footprint, are bulky and expensive.  
 
Solution 
Goliath CNC is a portable and autonomous robotic machine tool that can be positioned 
directly on the work surface: this innovative mode of operation removes the stationary 
boundaries of CNC machines, allowing craftsmen and SMEs to create human-scale 
projects, where they want. Automation and user-friendly workflow allow high quality 
manufacturing (0,1mm repeatability) also with low competences. Thanks to the portability 
of the tool the process is not limited to the workshop space. 
 
Market 
TAM is estimated about €32.3 billion, based on the aggregate market value of the Power 
Tools (€28B), CNC work centers (€3.4B) and CNC desktop markets (€890M). Springa made 
an international market validation with a Kickstarter campaign pre-selling 560 units in 45 
days. The 43% of backers are interested in DIY, while the 47% will use Goliath CNC for their 
job (10% other answers). 
 
Business Model 
Sell a range of autonomous robotic tools and accessories for digital fabrication. By 
launching production in Q3 of 2019 we estimate to manufacture 2500 units in 2020 and 
reach full capacity of 3500 units in 2021 (Goliath CNC price is €2490). 
 
USP & Differentiation 
Portable tools at an affordable price that doesn’t impact the size of the workshop. 
Autonomous and user-friendly, they help customers to increase productivity and grow 
market opportunities inside the workshop or directly at the construction site. Custom-
developed technology (6 patents), team experienced with R&D and product 
development. 
 

 

  

Give your feedback 

Watch 3min pitch 
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UNIT DOSE ONE 
Making sure the right drug gets to the right patient at the right time. Every time. 

 

 

 
 
 
  
 
 
 

Lodz, Poland 
www.unitdoseone.com  

Founded in 2012 
40 Employees 

 
Field of Activity: 

MedTech / Health 
 

Capital raised: 
EUR 2.7m 

 
Investment need: 

EUR 5m 
 

 
 

 

Company Description  
Our mission is to drive drug errors to zero through automation. 
The company is run by Jakub Musiałek (co-founder of #1 radiology imaging platform 
in Poland (200+ hospitals)) and Stanislaw Radominski (co-founder of a leading Polish 
medical and pharmaceutical wholesale company).  
Projected 2019 revenue: 2M EUR 
 
Problem 
Drug distribution process is inefficient, insecure, and error-prone and puts patients and 
communities at risk. Our goal is to minimize patient non-adherence and non-
compliance which cost lives of thousands and accounts for billions in financial loses 
each year. 
 
Solution 
UnitDoseOne is an innovative modular and scalable robotic system that takes care of 
medicine sorting, repacking and distribution and keeps track of every single dose.                  
It makes drug distribution more efficient and secure, saving millions of euros each year 
while improving the quality of care to patients. 
 
Market 
Our end users are pharmacies, both hospital and retail. Thanks to the design and 
flexibility of our solution, we can work with any sized facility. The estimated market size 
is 4 billion euro. 
 
Business Model 
Besides regular sales of the system our disruptive business model emphasizes annual 
recurring revenue with flexible pricing options with Hardware as a Service (monthly 
subscription) and Drug Distribution as a Service (pay per dose).  
 
USP & Differentiation 
Our solution virtually eliminates medication errors, prevents drug theft and reduces 
human interaction with drug inventory. 
We offer our own technology (so there is  no need to rely on any external machines), 
mail order delivery automation, which can be done directly by hospitals or retail 
pharmacies (we supply them with the hardware, so they can service patients they 
already have) and we automate the whole process (so there is no manual drug 
preparation, thus more time can be devoted to patients).  
 

 

  

Give your feedback 

Watch 3min pitch 

https://www.getfeedback.com/r/9f9cvYJH
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SOMNOX 
Somnox creates soft robotics to help the world sleep better 

 

 

 
 
 
  
 
 

Delft, Netherlands 
www.meetsomnox.com 

Founded in 2016 
23 Employees 

 
Field of Activity:  

Consumer & Health 
 

Capital raised: 
- 
 

Investment need: 
EUR 2m 

 

 
 
 
 

 

Company Description  
We’re the sleep company changing the world by changing the way you sleep. We’re 
here to help you become your best self. 
 
Problem 
The shorter you sleep, the shorter you live. 1 out of 5 people suffer from sleep 
deprivation. Studies have shown that sleeping less can increase the risk of Alzheimer’s, 
cause weight gain and make adults up to 200% more likely to have a heart attack or 
stroke. At the moment, sleeping pills are the go-to solution. These are harmful and 
highly addictive. The world is in a global sleep crisis and in drastic need of a natural 
solution.  
 
Solution 
The Somnox Sleep Robot offers a natural sleep solution that helps you sleep faster, 
longer and wake up refreshed by slowing down your breathing, focusing your 
attention and playing soothing sounds at the right times in the sleep cycle. A mobile 
app that comes with the robot helps the user to set his or her own preferences 
 
Market 
The global sleep aid market is forecasted to attain revenues of $101.9 billion by 2023. 
The market has been categorized into 6 sleep disorders, of which insomnia holds the 
largest share with a 31.2% contribution. Five to seven percent of the world’s population 
aged 40+ uses prescription sleep aids.  
By now, Somnox has raised EUR 500.000 in Crowdfunding. 
 
Business Model 
B2B2C: Margin on Direct Sales through eCommerce Channels (Webshop/ Amazon) 
and distributors 
B2B: Hotels, Healthcare Institutions and Corporate healthcare programs.  

 
USP & Differentiation 
First to market creating and owning the Sleep Robot category – Strong IP position, 
additional trademark & design rights – First to create ‘living companions’ that evoke 
emotion, instead of cold lifeless products (introducing robots with a soul) – Not just 
monitoring or diagnosing sleep, but also actuation through real time data processing 
(robotics) – Combining objective sleep data (quantified self) with subjective sleep 
data 

 

  

Give your feedback 

Watch 3min pitch 
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TENDO AB 
Robotic assistive technology that brings independence to people living with a 
disability, while addressing global healthcare challenges 
 

 

 
 
 
  
 
 
 

Lund, Sweden 
www.tendoforpeople.se 

Founded in 2016 
5 Employees 

 
Field of Activity:   

Health 
 

Capital raised: 
~ EUR 550.000 

 
Investment need: 

EUR 1.5m 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

Company Description  
Tendo develops an assistive robotic technology controlled by non-invasive, biometric 
sensors - a revolutionary system for robot-human interaction. NASA, OdenseRobotics 
and Ideon have all supported the journey and Tendo has received a lot of attention 
for their innovation. The technology was selected to be presented at ISPO 17th World 
Congress in Japan out of 700 applicants from all over the world. 
 
Problem 
The growing and aging population creates significant challenges for both the society 
and individuals. Technical innovations are needed to enable independence, 
however many of today’s technologies are not suited for daily use or are not 
commercially available for years. 
 
Solution 
The Tendo technology is a minimalistic robotic assistive technology for people with 
disabilities. The lightweight solution is controlled by their intuitive sensors that can 
assist a user’s intended movement even if the own body does not respond to it. The 
first product, using the Tendo-Technology, is a hand-exoskeleton that helps the user 
to grip, hold and release objects intuitively. It gives users their independence back 
while reducing welfare costs. 
 
Market 
The medical exoskeleton market will grow from $88 Mill. (2016) to $2.3 Bill. (2025) 
(Coherent Market Insights), meaning that Tendo is entering a rapidly growing market 
at an early stage. The first product has 50 million potential users in Europe, Japan and 
North America alone. We aim to have good liquidity by 2022 and an EBITDA of €1,5 
million 2023, and the potential to reach over €15 million by 2025.  
 
Business Model 
Tendo will be introduced to the Scandinavian market as a specialized aid for people 
with high spinal cord injuries - this to confirm its commercial potential. Tendo will then 
reach international market efficiently by licensing it to global players, while re-
investing the surplus in new products. The technology can be applied to other body 
parts, and other robotic applications, thus providing new revenue opportunities. 
 
USP & Differentiation 
Existing solutions, addressing the same or similar needs, are often big, bulky and 
difficult to use. Few are commercially available or are only for rehabilitation at 
hospitals. What difference the Tendo Technology is the slim size, biometric intuitive 
sensors, and that the technology also assist you to open as well as to close the grip. 
 

 

  

Give your feedback 

Watch 3min pitch 

https://www.getfeedback.com/r/DgZ0iWRL
https://youtu.be/VnrLuZRmb0k
https://www.getfeedback.com/r/DgZ0iWRL
https://youtu.be/VnrLuZRmb0k
https://www.getfeedback.com/r/DgZ0iWRL
https://youtu.be/VnrLuZRmb0k
https://www.getfeedback.com/r/DgZ0iWRL
https://youtu.be/VnrLuZRmb0k
http://www.tendoforpeople.se/
https://www.getfeedback.com/r/DgZ0iWRL
https://youtu.be/VnrLuZRmb0k
https://www.getfeedback.com/r/DgZ0iWRL
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https://www.getfeedback.com/r/DgZ0iWRL
https://www.getfeedback.com/r/DgZ0iWRL
https://youtu.be/VnrLuZRmb0k
https://www.getfeedback.com/r/DgZ0iWRL
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BotsAndUs Ltd. 
Revolutionise customer management with autonomous robotics & AI 

 
 

 
 
 
  
 
 
 

London, UK 
www.botsandus.com   

Founded in 2015 
9 Employees 

 
Field of Activity:  

Autonomous robots for 
indoor public spaces 

 
Capital raised: 

EUR 2.5m 
 

Investment need: 
EUR 1.2m 

 

Company Description  
BotsAndUs’s mission is to revolutionise the way businesses interact with their customers in 
physical spaces to stay competitive in the e-commerce era. We offer them access to real 
time, high quality data and insights that allow them to serve the right customer, the right 
product at the right time - even better than their online competitors.  

For this we created a fleet of autonomous service robots to work alongside people in 
dynamic, public spaces - retail stores, shopping centres, bank branches and airports. They 
digitise the full customer journey, offering 24/7 customer service, automating data 
collection and transforming it into business insights and predictions.  

Problem 
The retail industry loses one trillion US$ a year because of poor inventory and customer 
management. 24% of Amazon’s US revenue comes from consumers who first tried to buy 
a product in a physical store and failed (IHL, 2018). All this due to the incapacity of physical 
retailers to manage their large estates and get real time access to customers.  

Solution 
We provide fleets of collaborative robots designed to autonomously approach customers 
and serve them; perform operations tasks such as store mapping, shelf monitoring, 
detecting out of stock products and capturing real time data and insights about customer 
traffic routes and needs. With our solution, companies can align investments with 
customer behavior and operational requirements to boost profitability. 

Market 
The total market for non-industrial robots is expected to reach €24.1B in 2022, growing at 
a CAGR of 17.8% with over 31 million robots to be shipped in 2020, according to the 
International Federation of Robotics. Service robots have increased by 53% in 2018. 

Business Model 
Monthly subscription packages including: robot units, software development, integration, 
ongoing support, and most importantly access to the data dashboards.   

USP & Differentiation 
One of the few companies globally to have autonomous robots deployed with customers 
in public spaces. Our data collection and analysis capabilities across the robot fleet put 
us in the unique position to develop industry leading AI systems and algorithms for any 
kind of robotics deployments in indoor or outdoor public spaces. 
 

 

  

Watch 3min pitch 

Give your feedback 

https://youtu.be/wDRInopxrMk
https://www.getfeedback.com/r/EB1Wz7zK
https://youtu.be/wDRInopxrMk
https://www.getfeedback.com/r/EB1Wz7zK
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FARM AUTOMATION AND ROBOTICS SL (FAROMATICS) 
Smart robotics for intensive poultry farms 
 

 

 
 
 
  
 

 
 

Vilanova i la Geltrú, 
Spain 

www.faromatics.com 
Founded in 2016 

16 Employees 
 

Field of Activity:  
Agrofood 

 
Capital raised: 

EUR 1.6m 
 

Investment need: 
EUR 3-4m 

 

 
 

 
 

 

Company Description  
Faromatics is dedicated to using smart robotics to increase animal welfare at the same 
time as farm productivity. Our first product is the ChickenBoy, a robot for meat chicken 
farms; 3 more products are being developed. Faromatics has a global distribution deal 
in place. 
 
Problem 
Broiler farmers are under triple pressure to produce more volume at ever lower prices 
while providing increasingly better health and welfare for the animals and using less 
and less antibiotics. Farmers therefore need solutions to detect health and welfare 
issues much faster, while at the same time automating routine tasks. 
 
Solution 
The ChickenBoy is the world’s first ceiling suspended robot that monitors broiler welfare 
and helps increase farm productivity. The robot monitors climate, health & welfare and 
farm equipment; it alerts farmer in case of problems. The robot uses sensors, but first 
and foremost artificial intelligence, deep learning and big data. ChickenBoys are 
currently in 3 and by end of 2019 will be in 6 countries. 
 
Market 
There are 1.3m animal houses world-wide. The Total Available Market is estimated at 
EUR 9bn or 635k robots per year with an annual growth of 1.3% over the next decade 
(OECD, FAO). The ChickenBoy has a payback time of about 12 months and saves 
farmers EUR 68k during its lifetime, i.e. it increases profits by 20-60%. The Serviceable 
Available Market is estimated to grow from a tiny EUR 17m in 2019 to over EUR 1bn in 
2023. 
 
Business Model 
The business model has three main pillars: hardware sales (9,999€ per ChickenBoy) plus 
a recurring service contract (99€/month and robot). In addition, the robot can house 
3rd party sensors distributed by us for a percentage (similar to an app store). 
 
USP & Differentiation 
We have unique knowledge of the sector as expressed in our clearly advanced high-
tech product, a global distribution network and a dream team to count on. The 
ChickenBoy is 5 times cheaper and has more functionality then our nearest competitor. 

 

 

Give your feedback 

Watch 3min pitch 

https://www.getfeedback.com/r/Qn2iZY5T
https://youtu.be/a5Q_G4KMU_I
https://www.getfeedback.com/r/Qn2iZY5T
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Startup Profiles: 2nd Batch 

These companies have already received 120k EUR in support from the RobotUnion programme 
and are looking for private investment:  

 

  

 

Aether Biomedical has created Zeus, a low cost-high efficacy prosthesis. This 
bionic limb can multiarticulate 14 grip modes. 

 

Automato Robotics has developed a robot that works in soil, greenhouses or 
high tunnels to detect ripe tomatoes and harvests them. 

 

Cyber Surgery has created a mechanical tracking system to insert pedicle 
screws with more precision into the vertebrae of people who have spinal 
diseases. 

 
Formhand has developed granulate-based vacuum grippers that can 
adapt to and handle objects with different shapes. 

 

Infocode has created Bin-e, an IoT device which sorts and compress the 
recyclables automatically. 

 

MX3D has developed groundbreaking robotic additive manufacturing 
technology. 

 

Proxima Centauri has created machines that are developed to automate 
the collection and classification of natural guts. 

 

Rebartek has developed a standardized robotic cell to assemble 
reinforcement bar pieces into rebar cages. 

 

Rigitech has created a drone delivery to integrate supply chains through 
hybrid drone hardware and cloud-based logistics. 

 

The mission of Rovenso is to create agile robots that perform security and 
safety monitoring of industrial sites. 

http://www.aetherbiomedical.com/
http://www.automatorobotics.com/
http://www.cyber-surgery.com/
http://www.formhand.de/
http://www.bine.world/
http://www.mx3d.com/
http://www.proxima-centauri.dk/
http://www.rebartek.com/
http://www.rigi.tech/
http://www.rovenso.com/


 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
  
 
 
 

Denmark 
www.proxima-

centauri.dk 
Founded in 2017 
Core team of 4 

 
Field of Activity:  

Agrofood 
 

Investments 
received: 

Pre-seed: € 75.000 
Seed: € 227.000 
Soft money: € 

452.000 
 

Investment need: 
1,000,000 EUR  

 
 

   
 
 
 

 

Company Description  
Proxima Centauri has developed a robotic solution to automate the sorting of natural 
casings (intestines from pigs) used in production of sausages. 
 
Problem 
Today, the sorting of natural casings is done 100% manually. This is not only a severe labour 
process but also very expensive. So, to cut costs, 80-85% of all natural casings produced in 
Europe are shipped to China, and other low-cost countries, to be sorted. However, many 
disadvantages follow outsourcing the sorting process like 6 months of transportation and 
waiting time, high capital-binding, reduced flexibility, reduced traceability, and high CO2 
emission.  
 
Solution 
Our SelectiCa product is a three-in-one robot that will be able to automatically pick up the 
casings after cleaning, which is done at the abattoir, measure/cut, and sort them, without 
any direct labour required. By doing so, one machine operator, operating three machines, 
will replace sixteen workers. By automating the process of picking, measuring and sorting, 
customers are expected to cut their costs with more than 60%, Compared to the price in 
low-cost countries.  
 
Market 
The full market for a robotic solution sorting natural casing is about 8.500 machines. We 
expect to ramp up production and sales over a five-year period reaching a volume of 150 
machines in 2025, which equals a turnover of approx. € 49M and € 20M profit.  
 
Business Model 
The pricing of SelectiCa (€325,000 for end customers and 15% margin for distributors) is 
based on the expected payback time customers will realise. Customers who fully utilize the 
machine for 16 hours a day are expected to have a payback time after approx. 13 months. 
The price is therefore not set based on the product costs but instead on the value-added 
and thereby the savings for the end customers.  
 
USP & Differentiation 
Competition is only from continued manual production, which we will outperform 
giving the end-user a reduced production price of 65–70%. In addition to this our 
solution will eliminate waiting time, increase traceability, increase flexibility, and 
reduce e.g. veterinarian and political trade rule risks 

 

Jan Pedersen 
CEO 
janp@proxima-centauri.dk  

 

Automato Robotics 
Helping Solve the International Agricultural Labor Crisis  

 

Watch the 3min 
pitch 

Startups Profile 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KJhx64mhUQE&list=PLPhkTANjE9oFJYyozQnYsiwE1LgF76cdK&index=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KJhx64mhUQE&list=PLPhkTANjE9oFJYyozQnYsiwE1LgF76cdK&index=1


 

 

 

 

 
 
 
   
 
 
 

Israel 
www.automatorobotics.com   

Founded in 2018 
 8 Employees 

 
Field of Activity:  

Agrofood 
 

Investments received: 
300K$ in Grants 

Investment need: 
1-1.3M EUR  

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

Company Description  
Automato Robotics develops affordable robots to ordinary farmers to make their 
business sustainable again. We are building the future workforce to reinforce the 
diminishing human labor in agriculture. 
 

Problem 
There is a major international labour crisis in agriculture. According to the International 
Labor Organization (ILO), agricultural workers as a percentage of the workforce 
declined from 81.0% to 48.2% in developing countries and from 35.0% to 4.2% in 
developed ones during a decade. This poses a serious threat to production in farms as 
seen cross the world, as farmers simply can’t get enough workers. 
 

Solution 
Automato Robotics has developed a modular robot that works in passive greenhouses 
(without rails) or high tunnels to perform agricultural tasks. The first addons are a tomato 
harvester and an autonomous sprayer. In addition to the specific installed addon, the 
autonomous robot will collect and transmit data on expected yield, pests and diseases 
while it drives around the greenhouse. 
 

Market 
The greenhouse market for agricultural robots is over $17B for western Europe. Robotics 
and automation for picking and harvesting are gradually gaining traction among other 
farming automation due to declining availability of farm workers and ageing farmers 
across the world.  
 
Business Model 
We two business models for the end-user: acuisition of the robot to enjoy a 40-50% 
governmental subsidy, or rent the robot on a monthly basis. We are aligning our 
development to meet a 1 year ROI to the farmer, and a 50% cost savings over a 5 year 
period. 
Both models have recurring revenues are generated from annual robot maintenance 
fees, as well as annual subscriptions to data-enabled subscriptions for yield prediction, 
pest and disease detection etc. 
 
USP & Differentiation 
Our solution offers sustainability both on the food security side (assurance of availability) 
with additional financial and quality benefits to the farmers.  
We are the only rural/off-road robot that understands how greenhouses are structured 
and is affordable enough for farmers to buy or rent.  
Since our core offering is an autonomous greenhouse vehicle, we can expand not only 
by our developments but also by partnering with other agritech companies that wish 
to reach the passive greenhouse market. 
 
Eyal Udassin 
CTO & Co-Founder 
eyal.udassin@automatorobotics.com  
 

Aether Biomedical 
Making Bionics accesible to all 

 

Watch the 3min 
pitch 

Startups Profile 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J_vp6CGT-Kw&list=PLPhkTANjE9oFJYyozQnYsiwE1LgF76cdK&index=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J_vp6CGT-Kw&list=PLPhkTANjE9oFJYyozQnYsiwE1LgF76cdK&index=2


 

 

 

 
 
 
  
 
 
 

Poland 
www.aetherbiomedical.co

m   
Founded in 2018 

12 Employees 
 

Field of Activity:  
Medical Devices 

 
Investments received: 

1,000,000 Euros 
Investment need: 

3,000,000 EUR  
 
 
 

 
   

 
 

 

Company Description  
Aether Biomedical is a medical robotics startup focused on biosignal processing to 
build rehabilaition robotics devices, starting with upper limb prosthetics. The company 
is driven by the motto of “making bionics accessible to all”. 
 

Problem 
There are over 10 million upper limb amputees around the world. The number is 
constantly increasing due accidents, frostbite, diabetes, and vascular disease. The 
current options fall in two categories –  
x Single action grippers – Low Cost, Low efficacy (3000 – 8000 Euros) 
x Bionic limbs – High cost, high efficacy (25,000 – 100,000 Euros) 
Aether intends to solve the problem of a low cost – high efficacy bionic limb in the 
market.  
 

Solution 
Zeus is a multi action bionic limb with the focus on filling the market gap of a low cost 
high efficacy prosthesis. Zeus has the strongest grip strength (Up to 152 N), high holding 
capacity (Upto 35kgs), impact resistance and a completely customizable design. 
Zeus utilizes advances in additive manufacturing, digital signal processing and 
machine learning to achieve a price point – efficiency ratio better then the 
competitors, providing a multi action limb at 40 – 50% lower price then the current 
bionic limbs, and only 25% more expensive then the single action hand.  
 

Market 
The primary market is the Orthotics and Prosthetics market valued at 8.15 Billion Euros 
globally. Our primary subset market, the global robotic prosthetics market is currently 
valued at 800M Euros and is expected to reach EUR 1.76 billion by 2025, according to 
a new report by Grand View Research, Inc.The global robotic prosthetic market is 
expected to rise with the CAGR of about 9.50% during the forecast period 2017-2025.  
 

Business Model 
Aether Biomedical works as a B2B business, selling the Zeus hand to the prosthetic 
centers who then fit the product to the patients and provide training. This accounts for 
nearly 70% of the market. The other distribution channels are NGO’s, CSR programs 
and Military supply.  
The Average selling price to the P&O centers is 8000 Euros with a gross markup of 67%.  
 

USP & Differentiation 
The three things that differentiate Zeus from the competitors –  

1. Digital signal processing for more intuitive control  
2. Modular, customizable design  
3. Highest price – feature balance 

 

 

Dhruv Agrawal 
CEO 
dhruv@aetherbiomedical.com  

 

MX3D 
Introducing the advantages of 3D metal printing to new, high impact industries 

 

 

Watch the 3min 
pitch 

Startups Profile 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kHpadx53QaE&list=PLPhkTANjE9oFJYyozQnYsiwE1LgF76cdK&index=3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kHpadx53QaE&list=PLPhkTANjE9oFJYyozQnYsiwE1LgF76cdK&index=3


 

 

 

 
 
 
  
 
 
 

Netherlands 
www.mx3d.com   
Founded in 2014 

15 Employees 
 

Field of Activity:  
Additive 

Manufacturing 
 

Investments 
received: 1.25M 

EUR 
 

Investment need: 
3M EUR  

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

Company Description  
MX3D developed groundbreaking industrial robotic additive manufacturing technology  
 
Problem 
Metal additive manufacturing promises speed, flexibility and productivity, however both 
investment and operational costs are high. Second, as printing is bounded by the 3DP build 
box, the adoption of 3D metal printing is limited to small industrial parts, while most industrial 
parts are large. Moreover, no end-to-end workflow for manufacturing large- scale industrial 
parts is available, so multiple hardware + software components need to be 
connected/customized, slowing down adoption and further increasing investments.  
 
Solution 
MX3D accelerates manufacturing productivity by an industrial scale 3D metal printing 
software. MX3D’s MetalXL is a digital platform that transforms existsing legacy industrial 
robots into state-of-the-art 3D metal printing manufacturing (WAAM: wire arc additive 
manufacturing) with intelligent software, real-time process control and add-in services. 
MetalXL enables large-scale 3D metal printing by joining an industrial robot, a welding 
machine and our MetalXL software that is WAAM dedicated, easy to use, and low-cost.  
 
Market 
Key industries with high demand for metal parts (new, spare and repair) are construction + 
infrastructure, oil + gas, maritime and industrial manufacturing. MetalXL enables in-house 
legacy robots to start printing these parts themselves and thereby reducing material use, 
lead time and operating costs. Our go-to-market focuses on R&D dept. / organizations, and 
manufacturing for oil+ gas and construction + infra.  
 
Business Model 
Our business model has been printing parts in commission and doing funded research. With 
MetalXL platform, MX3D is making a transition to license-based technology services. 
MetalXL consists of the WAAM software, MX3D Hardware Box (control + monitoring) and 
add-in services (at additional fees). 
 
USP & Differentiation 
MX3D stepped into this market because of a proven demand, competitive advantage, 
and structural revenue stream. Our technology maturity, brand recognition and being the 
first and only system agnostic and WAAM dedicated solution provider gives us the right to 
win in industrial large-scale 3D metal printing.  

 

 
Gijs van der Velden 
CEO 
gijs@mx3d.com  
 

 
René Backx 
CCO 
rene@mx3d.com  

Rebartek 
Robotic construction platform 

 

Watch the 3min 
pitch 

Startups Profile 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=upHJoDgaEVI&list=PLPhkTANjE9oFJYyozQnYsiwE1LgF76cdK&index=6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=upHJoDgaEVI&list=PLPhkTANjE9oFJYyozQnYsiwE1LgF76cdK&index=6


 

 

 

Rovenso 
Agile robots for security and safety monitoring of industrial sites 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Norway 

rebartek.com 

Founded in 2018 

8 Employees 
 

Field of Activity:  
Construction 

 

Investments 
received: 

800k€ 

Investment 
need: 

2M EUR 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Company Description  
Rebartek provides a deep tech solution for mass customization of concrete reinforcement 
steel. They reduce time & labor on the construction site by 90% through combining 
automated optimized structural design with a mobile robotic factory for prefabrication. 
Problem 
Rebar is a critical part of almost all buildings and our entire built infrastructure such as 
bridges, tunnels and roads. Today the installation of rebar during the construction is an 
extremely labor-intensive process. A single large project spends between 3-30M€ on 
rebar. The construction companies main rebar pains are: high cost, duration, financial risk 
and carbon emissions combined with low safety and a lack of workers. 
Solution 
Rebartek delivers a fully integrated rebar platform: “Rebar as Service” 
- A software client that plugs into our customers structural design software and allows them 
to rapidly customize and automatically optimize rebar cages for their projects. It reduces 
steel consumption by 20%. 
- A mobile robotic factory that is remotely operated to prefabricate the designed rebar 
cages. It implements our patent pending dynamic jig technology to enable mass 
customization, thus reducing labor cost & installation time on site by 90%. 
 

Market 
The total annual global rebar market is 160B€. Rebartek has 85 prospective clients in their 
funnel, most of them from inbound requests. They have signed 10 LOIs that represent 1B€ 
of the rebar Market. One of our local pilot projects is spending 13M€ on rebar, another we 
are negotiating in Oslo will spend 24M€ on rebar. 
 

Business Model 
Rebarteks prototype is selling rebar cages to local customers at market price with a 20% 
profit margin. 
When the mobile factory is fully certified, it will be sold to customers. A fully utilized factory 
saves the customer 2M€ annually. 
Rebartek also charges a monthly fee for the design software and remote operation of the 
factories. 
 

USP & Differentiation 

 

Max Trommer 
CEO & Founder 
max@rebartek.com  

Existing rebar machines are huge, stationary and geared towards mass 
production. Rebarteks solution of automated design and production reduces 
cost, time & material through mass customized & decentralized prefabrication. 

Watch the 3min 
pitch 

Startups Profile 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PFMRxX7zPRA&list=PLPhkTANjE9oFJYyozQnYsiwE1LgF76cdK&index=7
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PFMRxX7zPRA&list=PLPhkTANjE9oFJYyozQnYsiwE1LgF76cdK&index=7


 

 

 

 

 
 
 
  
 
 
 

Switzerland 
www.rovenso.com   
Founded in 2016 

7 Employees 
 

Field of Activity:  
Security 

 
Investments received: 

2.8M EUR 
Investment need: 
 6-8M EUR Q4 2021 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

Company Description 
ROVENSO is a Swiss startup of EPFL (Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne). Based 
in Fribourg (Switzerland), we have a workshop in Shenzhen (China) thanks to the 
accelerator HAX.co. We make ROVéo, an autonomous and agile robots for security and 
safety monitoring of industrial sites. 
 

Problem 
Security and safety monitoring of sensitive industrial sites to prevent hazardous events 
and intrusions requires an extensive mesh of fixed sensors and fixed cameras. This is both 
expensive and provides an incomplete understanding of the situation.  
Inevitably, people have to be sent in to double check.  
This means either sending them for nothing or exposing them to clear & present danger. 
 

Solution 
Our robot ROVéo combines extended urban mobility, unsupervised patrolling and 
multimodal anomaly detection to perform security and safety monitoring with super-
human accuracy. Concretely, it patrols fully autonomously 24/7, inside and outside 
industrial buildings, preventing intrusions, detecting any thefts of assets, but also safety 
hazards such as start of fires, liquid leaks or systems dysfunctions that could put people’s 
life at risks, and that could be even missed by security guards. 
 

Market 
Site guarding and monitoring represent alone a world addressable market of $185B 
(BofA Merrill Lynch Global Research). According to CoEss (Confederation of European 
Security Services), the guarding activity is weighting €23B (out of €40B for the whole 
European market), which represents our TAM in Europe. 50% of it lies in F, D, UK and E. 
 

Business Model 
Our Business Model is RaaS (Robotics as a Service) providing recurring revenues. The 
targeted market price starts at EUR 100 per day with yearly contracts. These duration are 
typical of the domain and match perfectly the minimum amortization period needed. 
 

USP & Differentiation 
With its chassis inherited from space design, ROVéo can swiftly go over 
obstacles, even steps and stairs, where competitors are either blocked by 
obstacle of only a few cm or need to use walking robots at considerably higher 
costs and complexity. ROVéo is therefore intrinsically much more reliable and is 
able to perform its mission for a full working day without recharging.  

  
 

 

 

 

RigiTech 
Transforming logistics 
 

 

Thomas Estier 
CEO 
thomas@rovenso.com  
 

Watch the 3min 
pitch 

Startups Profile 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-RzG-Vtfi80&list=PLPhkTANjE9oFJYyozQnYsiwE1LgF76cdK&index=9
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-RzG-Vtfi80&list=PLPhkTANjE9oFJYyozQnYsiwE1LgF76cdK&index=9


 

 

 

 
 
 
  
 
 
 

Switzerland 
www.rigi.tech   

Founded in 2018 
8 Employees 

 
Field of Activity:  

Logistics 
 

Investments received: 
400,000 EUR 

 
Investment need: 

3,500,000 EUR  
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

Company Description  
Rigitech is creating the future of last-mile logistics through electric-powered drone 
delivery networks powered by cloud-based centralised operation. Our autonomous 
drone networks transfer lab tests or life-saving medicines between clinics and 
laboratories without the need for on-the-ground operators. 
 

Problem 
Last-mile logistics is broken: delivery trucks in urban centres are stuck in traffic while 
poluting the air, while rural areas are losing local stores and acess to medical services. 
COVID-19 has further strained the system; tests take days to reach laboratories, and fast 
vaccine distribution will be critical to ending the crisis. The benefits of drones only arrive 
at scale, however, and today’s drones are built around the one-drone-one-operator 
model – efficient for surveillance or video drones, but not scalable for drone delivery.   
 

Solution 
We are building technology that makes drone delivery not only accessible to operators 
outside the drone industry, but scalable to an entire supply chain. Our turn-key Air Bridge 
solution combines a network of delivery drones with centralised, cloud-based control of 
a fleet by a single remote operator. Our drones can connect clinics to centralised 
regional laboratories up to 80 km apart in a fraction of the time and cost of a driver.  
 
Market 
The drone delivery market has increased exponentially in the last 2 years, with delivery 
trials and commercial routes being done in over 30 countries. Today’s trials only scratch 
the surface of this new market, as drone-based delivery can transform supply chains 
throughout healthcare, retail, manufacturing and maratime sectors. Our first entry 
market – laboratory testing – is currently spending 15 Bn€ every year on logistics in Europe 
alone, making it a key entry market for the technology.  
 

Business Model 
The service follows a similar model to enterprise vehicle fleet providers - Rigi provides the 
required drone hardware, software, maintenance and integration to allow the client to 
efficiently run one or several drone delivery routes. A monthly service fee provides 
operators with cloud software access, regular maintenance and support. 
 

USP & Differentiation 
Our technology is built from the ground up using the one-operator-many-drones model 
– they key to reach profitable scale. Our drone systems are networked, autonomous and 
designed around aviation standards for pilot-less operation, whereas our cloud-based 
control tower allows single-operator control and integration into manned airspace. This 
network- and safety-first system is how we received flight permissions for delivery 
operations throughout Europe.   

 

Adam Klaptocz 
CEO & Co-founder 
adam@rigi.tech  

 

 

Bin-e 
World's first AI-based smart waste bin that recognizes and sorts the waste automatically  

Watch the 3min 
pitch 

Startups Profile 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ya3jLV9t_2U&list=PLPhkTANjE9oFJYyozQnYsiwE1LgF76cdK&index=9
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ya3jLV9t_2U&list=PLPhkTANjE9oFJYyozQnYsiwE1LgF76cdK&index=9


 

 

 

 

 

Jakub Lubonski, CEO 
kuba@bine.world  
 

Cyber Surgery 
the next step in high precision Robotic surgery 

 

 

 Company Description  

 
 
 
  
 
 
 

Poland 
www.bine.world   

Founded in 2016  
 Employees: 12 

 
Field of Activity:  

Environment 
 

Investments received: 
1.4 M EUR 

Investment need: 
1 M EUR (2.2 M EUR 

secured) 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Company Description  
World’s first AI-based smart waste bin that recognizes and sorts the waste 
automatically 
 

Problem 
The accuracy of manual waste sorting is only 30%. It’s a result of unfavourable mindsets 
towards recycling, confusing recycling guidelines and lack of knowledge how to sort 
the waste correctly. Another issue is the unmodernized waste management process 
which is based on fixed schedules or experience of the staff instead of actual data. 
This lack of optimization costs companies a lot of time, money and effort.  
 

Solution 
Bin-e sorts and compresses the waste automatically, controls the fill level and 
processes data for convenient waste management. The smart waste bin recognizes 
the type of waste thanks to an AI-based recognition system with an accuracy of over 
91% and sorts it to the relevant chamber. Plastics and papers are compressed to 
decrease the volume. The collection service gets notified automatically when one of 
the bins inside is full. Each device can be easily managed via an app that shows the 
fill level of each bin, real-time data and summary statistics. An integrated IoT-Platform 
provides valuable insights into waste management operations that can be used to 
optimize collection routes, and save costs, time and labour of waste disposal. 
 

Market 
Wersja 1: Bin-e is positioned in a market space at the intersection of two market 
segments: the waste management market and facility management market. 
- Global waste management market: a mature market, experiencing constant growth. 
The total market value was estimated at €294B ($303.6B) in 2017 and is expected to 
reach ($484.9B) by 2025, growing at a CAGR of 6.0% 
- Smart waste management market: a fast-growing segment of the waste 
management market. Its value was estimated at €1.26 B in 2018. 
- Facility management market: was estimated to be worth €1.04T ($1.15T) in 2017, As 
much as 50.5% (€525B) of the FM market is the outsourced services, where private FM 
companies can flourish, of which Integrated FM (IFM) services constitute 11.5% 
(€60.4B). 
 

Business Model 
The main business model is based on hardware subcription. The company offers 
flexible subscription plans and a wide range of additional packages in order to meet 
the customers needs. The solution is scaled internationally through a network of 
distributors.    
 

USP & Differentiation 
Bin-e is the only smart waste management solution worldwide that features: automatic 
recognition and sorting, compression, fill level control and data processing. Other 
companies offer only partial solutions, none of them is as comprehensive, automated, 
accurate and customizable as Bin-e. 

Watch the 3min 
pitch 

Startups Profile 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jo80cUdOam4&list=PLPhkTANjE9oFJYyozQnYsiwE1LgF76cdK&index=5
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jo80cUdOam4&list=PLPhkTANjE9oFJYyozQnYsiwE1LgF76cdK&index=5


 

 

 

 
 
  
 
 
 

Spain 
www.cyber-surgery.com   

Founded in: 2017 
 Employees: 20 

 
Field of Activity:  

Healthcare 
 

Investments received: 
2,8M€ 

 
Investment need: 

1,5M€  
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

Cyber Surgery has created a robot assistant for spine surgery, guiding the surgeon 
inserting pedicle screws into the vertebrae during the vertebral fusion, a very common 
and risky surgical procedure. 
 
Problem 
Current techniques for spinal fusion surgeries are mainly based on freehand open 
surgeries, where bleeding and risk of infections are a main concern. However, robotic 
solutions that are currently in the market are based on optical tracking systems that 
present some drawbacks. 
 
Solution 
The solution proposed by Cyber Surgery resides in the patient tracking system which is 
based on an innovative and patented mechanical system. 
 
Market 
The size of the market is the number of hospitals that perform this type of surgery and are 
susceptible of buying a robot, which amounts to 20 000 hospitals worldwide. The spinal 
screws market is of 7 million screws sold worldwide in 2018, more than 1 million 
procedures and due to overweight and aging of the population these figures are 
increasing at 10% rate annually. The incorporation of robots in the health sector is 
growing faster, the market nowadays is of 4 billion dollars and it is growing a 20% 
annually. 
 
Business Model 
Income will come from two sources. Initial Income: Robot Sales, 600K€ per robot (less 
than Mazor 900K€ and better performance). Recurrent Income (per year): Maintenance 
50K€, consumable 100K€, training 5K€ and system. 
 
USP & Differentiation 
The solution proposed by Cyber Surgery (with patented mechanical tracking system) 
differentiates from other solutions based on optical tracking, providing higher accuracy, 
reduction of surgery time and costs, improved ergonomic and higher safety and 
robustness. 
 

 

 
Jorge Presa 
CEO 
jorge.presa@cyber-surgery.com  

 
Ainitze Mendizabal 
Innovation Manager 
ainitze.mendizabal@cyber-
surgery.com 

 

Watch the 3min 
pitch 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S4RXMZsGstM&list=PLPhkTANjE9oFJYyozQnYsiwE1LgF76cdK&index=4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S4RXMZsGstM&list=PLPhkTANjE9oFJYyozQnYsiwE1LgF76cdK&index=4


 

 

 

 Formhand 
… has the universal grip! 

 

 
 
 
  
 
 

 
Germany 

www.formhand.de   
Founded in 2017 

 9 FTE in 2020 
 

Field of Activity:  
Manufacturing / 

Automation 
 

Investments 
received: 1.4 Mio 

EUR 
 

Investment need: 
1.5 Mio EUR  

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

Company Description  
Formhand has developed granulate-based vacuum gripping pads that can freely 
adapt to and handle objects with different shapes – these universal gripping pads are 
the enabler for an agile production in Europe. 
 

Problem 
Customers demand for individualized products. Automated production needs to be 
extremely agil and versatile to fulfil this demand. While robots can be very flexible by 
software, the interface to the products, the grippers, need flexibility in hardware. There 
is rarely any solution on the market which can freely adapt to different shapes of 
objects and grip them. 
 

Solution 
FORMHAND gripping pads are highly adaptable to different objects and can even 
cope with limp and porous materials. Thus, in situations where customers need many 
different state-of-the-art grippers to handle their range of products, FORMHAND 
gripping pads lead to a much simpler setup. Tool-changing and storage of the grippers 
is unnecessary and a much cheaper solution is created, since upto 70% less grippers 
are required. 
 

Market 
The focused market segment for the RobotUnion project is the sheet metal market, 
especially the press shop (Forming). This market offers an outstanding chance for 
scalability. The manufacturers have a very high demand to find suitable solutions for 
an automated and flexible production. The central entry market is Europe, since there 
is a strongly growing demand for simple and low-cost automation. FORMHANDs 
universal gripping pads are the enabler for an agile and automated production and 
logistics in high cost countries. 
 

Business Model 
FORMHAND sells universal gripping pads and everything else (periphery) to make it a plug-
and-produce-system. Additionally, the service for installed gripping pads and advanced 
project-based engineering and designing for customer-specific handling solutions is 
provided. 
 

USP & Differentiation 
FORMHANDs universal gripping pads provide a smart and unique handling 
solution for an agile production and logistics in high cost countries by: 
1)Immense cost savings by up to 70% less grippers in use - replacement and 
reduction of the amount of common handling systems by high adaptability of 
universal gripping pads. 2) Reduction of complexity – easy to install and use by 
plug-and-produce solutions. 3) Boost of ergonomic working – universal 
gripping pads enable intuitive and therefore human-centered operating 
processes. 4) Empowerment of self-service – designed as simple as possible, 
that maintenance can be carried out fast, by users themselves and is therefore 
fast and cheap. 

 
Kirsten Buechler 
co-founder / finance & BA 
k.buechler@formhand.de  

Christian Löchte 
co-founder / sales & marketing 
c.loechte@formhand.de  

Watch the 3min 
pitch 

Startups Profile 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tloDvMw43EM&list=PLPhkTANjE9oFJYyozQnYsiwE1LgF76cdK&index=8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tloDvMw43EM&list=PLPhkTANjE9oFJYyozQnYsiwE1LgF76cdK&index=8


 

 

Startup Profiles: 1st Batch 

These companies have already received 120k EUR in support from the RobotUnion programme and 
are looking for private investment:  

 

 
Tendo has developed a soft robotic glove, to provide artificial strength in weak hands 
and enhance quality of life for people suffering from stroke, arthritis or spinal cord 
injuries. 

 Faromatics creating a disruptive robot that balances animal welfare with farm 
productivity by monitoring chickens using sensors and artificial intelligence. 

 
Nido Robotics manufactures advanced underwater robots with an unparalleled 
price-performance ratio, oriented towards commercial applications in inshore 
waters. 

 
Kewazo develops a robotic transportation system for construction sites. The initial 
application area is scaffolding. The system improves efficiency and saves at least 30% 
of installation costs. 

 Somnox helps you fall asleep, stay asleep and wake up energized. The Somnox robot 
helps to improve sleep by breathing regulation, soothing sounds and affection. 

 
Springa develops autonomous robotic tools for digital fabrication. The mission is to 
allow everyone being creative and building big projects. 

 UnitDoseOne help hospitals distribute drugs more efficiently. The startup introducing 
UnitDoseOne, the first truly scalable, automatic hospital pharmacy, which prepares 
drugs in the individual doses. 

 
Cliin has developed an on-board autonomous Hull Cleaning Robot (HCR). The HCR is 
able to keep the hull of a ship clean from microorganisms, algae and animal fouling 
at all times. 

 The mission of BotsAndUs is to create a fleet of autonomous service robots to work 
alongside people. Their goal is to drive efficiency across customer service, operations 
and analytics. 

 SmoothTool by Smooth Robotics make possible that any welding robot operator can 
‘plug-and-produce’ a new series in just a few hours. The solution uses Intuitive 
Learning. 



 

 

RobotUnion Project Partners 

 

 

 

Industrial Disruption Partner of leading organizations, BLUMORPHO offers disruption in 
technology, collaborations and business models while reducing technical, market and 
financial risks.  Our actions lead to investment in innovative solutions. 
 

 
 

Chrysalix invests and supports technologies and entrepreneurial management teams 
addressing the changing demands of global industries in Energy, Robotics, Sustainability, 
Energy Efficiency, Clean Energy and more. 
 

 Odense Municipality is a Danish city with 200,000 inhabitants. ODENSE SEED & VENTURE 
is part of the mayors department at the town hall. The City of Odense represents a 
healthy fast-growing business environment. 
 

 
DTI aims to be a pioneer in Denmark and abroad for application-oriented technology 
and knowledge transfer between research and the business community. DTI support 
startups with expertise in cognitive abilities. 
 

 Fenin is a multi-sector federation that groups manufacturing, import and distribution 
companies and associations of healthcare technologies and products who supply to all 
Spanish healthcare institutions. 
 

 Ferrovial Servicios, SA, a Services Division of Ferrovial Group, operates in Spain, UK, 
Portugal and other countries in the areas of comprehensive maintenance of facilities, 
industrial facility and energy management. 
 

 

FundingBox is responsible for coordinating the Open Call Management and the 
selection process and participating in the follow up of the supported Scaleups all along 
the project. 
 

 ISDI is a comprehensive and vertical educational and entrepreneur ecosystem on digital 
knowledge, created by the key leaders of the Spanish digital industry. Its mission is to 
accelerate individuals, startups and organizations. 
 

 
MADE is an independent association led by industry executives that aims to facilitate 
the development of innovative world-class manufacturing solutions to and for primarily 
European industry. 
 

 
MWCB is a public-private initiative that promotes the digital transformation of society, to 
improve people’s quality of life. It’s three focus areas: digital empowerment of new 
generations, professionals and citizens; the digital. 
 

 PIAP Institute (a Polish research Institute) have specialists with a wide, interdisciplinary 
experience in realisation of unique solutions in the field of information technology, 
robotics, security, telemetry and artificial intelligence. 
 

 
Tecnalia is a private, independent, non-profit applied research center of international 
excellence aiming to transform technology into GDP, meaning wealth to improve 
people’s quality of life and business opportunities. 
 

 

VTT Technical Research Center of Finland Ltd (state, nonprofit) is ranked among the 
leading European research and technology organisations and happens to be the 
largest public applied research activity in Northern Europe. 

Robovalley, founded by TU Delft to perform valorization activities in robotics have over 
170 robotic researchers from a multitude of fields collaborate with industrial experts, 
entrepreneurs and decision makers.  

https://www.blumorpho.com/
https://fundingbox.com/
https://www.vttresearch.com/
http://mobileworldcapital.com/
https://piap.pl/en/
http://www.tecnalia.com/
http://made.dk/
http://www.impact-accelerator.com/
https://www.ferrovial.com/en/business-lines/ferrovial-services/about-ferrovial-services/
http://www.fenin.es/quienes-somos/que-es-fenin
https://www.dti.dk/
http://www.odenserobotics.dk/
https://www.chrysalix.com/

